EXPERION® ELEVATE
Technology Elevated to the Cloud.
Grounded by Honeywell’s Dependability.
Benefits and Solutions
Your on-premises physical footprint, hardware, software, and maintenance requirements are greatly reduced. Experion Elevate delivers the following benefits:

• Predictable costs
• Continual support
• Easy upgrades
• Ease of implementation

In addition, partnering with Honeywell ensures you have an entire suite of solutions available to choose from. Our breadth of offerings provides you with:

• Robust data monitoring, storage and analysis
• Integrated safety and security for data and client access
• Integrated field instrumentation, skids, terminals and more
• Integration across the business solution space

We Give You Options
Whether you choose a traditional on-premises or off-premises solution, or a combination of the two, Honeywell delivers robust options to fit your business needs with operational efficiency and ease integration to Experion. No matter the system size or deployment of regulated or critical data, Honeywell delivers flexible and scalable options that are right for you.

• On- and off-premises combinations
• Subscription-based
• Industry- and application-independent
• High availability options

Efficiency and Agility
Simplify your operations with a solution that brings business agility and increased operational efficiency. Experion Elevate brings you efficiency from implementation through ongoing lifecycle operations. With our solution, you get:

• The latest software and features
• Less on-site support and skills maintenance needed
• Lower cost of entry, OPEX potential
• Rapid project deployment
• Lower lifecycle cost

In addition, Honeywell provides agile business performance through the following features:

• The right information at the right time
• Enterprise collaboration
• Cyber secure access anywhere
• Regulatory compliance

Experion SCADA—Honeywell’s Best Kept Secret
Experion SCADA is at the heart of our Experion systems and provides a highly scalable, integrated multi-service system with a superior human-machine interface (HMI). Distributed System Architecture (DSA) allows multiple SCADA servers to operate as one within a single asset or across the enterprise, and enables seamless global access to points, alarms, interactive operator control messages and history.

Additionally, Experion SCADA radically simplifies configuration over thousands of assets and improves operational efficiency with equipment-based templates. It simplifies configuration by up to 80% and helps you focus on what’s important—with features such as pan and zoom, dashboards and task-based filters.

Rely on Honeywell’s Experience and Vision
Honeywell invents and manufactures technologies that address some of the world’s most critical challenges:

• Honeywell transforms data into information into wisdom
• Honeywell has delivered over 4000 skids, 3000 terminals, and 400 pipeline projects
• Honeywell delivers the best global resources to you, locally.

Finally, you can be sure your implementation will be robust and reliable—because your system is running on ours.
For more information
To learn more about Honeywell’s Experion® Elevate, visit honeywellprocess.com/elevate or contact your Honeywell account manager.
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